NAME__________________________________________________ PERIOD ________ DATE ____________________
Pocket Mouse Mutation - OL
Answer these questions as you watch the video.
1.

3.

2.

4.

5. Define a mutation.
A mutation is a change in __________

6. Define a point (substitution) mutation.

7. List the two types of frameshift mutations
that can occur.
1.
2.

8. A silent mutation is a point mutation that
(does / does not) change the protein
produced. (circle the correct answer)

Directions: The table on the left is the original MC1R gene for the light color Pocket Mice. The table on the right is the mutant MC1R gene for the dark color
Pocket Mice. The genes that mutated on the original gene have been circled and the changes due to the mutation are circled in the resulting mutated gene of
the MC1R.

UGC
Cyst

CGC
Arg

UGG
Tryp

CGG
Arg

CGG
Arg

UGG
Tryp

Directions: There are five substitution mutations in the dark-colored mutant MC1R gene (on the right). Compare the DNA sequence of the light-colored wildtype MC1R gene with the DNA sequence of the dark-colored mutant MC1R gene. The locations of the five mutations were identified by circling the five single
DNA nucleotides that were mutated in the mutant MC1R gene.

Directions: Use the key to shade in the columns (DNA, mRNA, and amino acid) of the mutant MC1R gene (table on the right).
BLUE = Silent Mutation (results in no change of amino acid)

RED = Substitution Mutation (results in a change in the amino acid

QUESTIONS
1. Explain the relationship between DNA sequence, amino acid sequence, and protein structure
and function. (How does one affect the other?)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

2. Of the five mutations identified in the mutant MC1R gene, how many are: (enter a number on
the line)
_____ substitution mutation

______ insertion mutation

_____ deletion mutation

3. Of the five mutations you identified in the mutant MC1R gene, how many are: (enter a number
on the line)
_____ point mutation

_____ frameshift mutation

4. Of the five mutations you identified in the mutant MC1R gene, how many: (enter a number on
the line)
_____ result in a new amino acid

_____ caused no change in an amino acid

5. Does a silent mutation affect the structure and function of the protein?
6. Explain how the mutant MC1R gene directly affects a rock pocket mouse’s coat color.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

7. Mutations are a source of genetic variation. In the film, Dr. Carroll says that mutations occur
randomly. Explain what this statement means.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
8. It is a common misconception that “all mutations are bad.” Explain why this statement is not
true. Use examples to support you answer.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

